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… having called into existence two strong houses, and
especially a senate the like of which will not be found
in any constitution that is in existence, or has ever
been in existence in the world, we ought to make
provision for great, important, probably historical
occasions when those coordinate houses may be
brought into serious conflict. … Now, in an ordinary
constitution, where we have an upper house not
elected by the people, or not elected on the same basis
as the lower house, that second chamber would be
disposed to yield to the pressure of the lower chamber
elected upon a popular basis; but here, where we are
creating a senate which will feel the sap of popular
election in its veins, that senate will probably feel
stronger than a senate or upper chamber which is
elected only on a partial franchise, and, consequently,
we ought to make provision for the adjustment of
disputes in great emergencies.
Dr John Quick
Sydney, 1897

We are creating in these two chambers, under our
form of government, what you may term an
irresistible force on the one side, and what may prove
to be an immovable object on the other side.
Alfred Deakin
Sydney, 1897

